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Accessed October 8, In March , India-based Ranbaxy, the original generic pharmaceutical manufacturer of atorvastatin,
recalled over 64, thousands of bottles of the drug due to a possible tablet mix-up in their atorvastatin shipments.
Atorvastatin can also interact with certain foods and with grapefruit or grapefruit juice. It is as potent as atorvastatin, but
also expensive. Accessed October 4, at http: The world's biggest-selling drug has gone generic. Patients who drink
grapefruit juice should discuss this possible interaction with their doctor. But now the consumer is reaping the rewards;
the generic version can save a patient literally hundreds in health care dollars per month. Finally, a calculated BMI and
waist measurement can help uncover obesity risk factors, too. Young mother shot in the head on South Side: These are
not all the side effects that may occur with the use of atorvastatin. Return the product to your pharmacy if you detect an
unusual odor or crumbling of the pills. Your doctor may adjust doses every 2 to 4 weeks.Oct 5, - Generic Name:
atorvastatin (a TOR va sta tin) Brand Names: Lipitor. Atorvastatin is the generic formulation of Pfizer's Lipitor, one of
the best selling drugs of all time. The cholesterol-lowering statin, is a familiar brand name that went the way of generics
in Over its branded history, Lipitor brought in over. Aug 14, - Simvastatin, brand-name Zocor, and lovastatin,
brand-name Mevacor, are drugs used to treat high cholesterol. They are members of a pharmaceutical class of drugs
called HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors. Lay people know them as the "statins." For the most part, these medications
function similarly and. Jan 21, - Many insurance companies require you to try generic statins first. Generics cost less and
doctors are very familiar with their side effects and interactions. Both simvastatin and lovastatin are generic medications
used for low to moderate intensity statin treatment. If your doctor doesn't see a good result with. Using lipitor lipitor
pfizer us price. Philippines discount pfizer generic lipitor in us. When generic lipitor in us. Atorvastatin And Lipitor
Equivalent Doses. Oct 7, - Brendap, I took 10 mg of Lipitor for a few years and it did a great job of lowering the
cholesterol and like you I wanted to save some money so asked to be switched to Lovastatin. Lovastatin is the generic of
another older statin I think Me****r (sp?). I was told I would have to start at 20mg since it didn't come in. Atorvastatin
(Lipitor) is an inexpensive drug that lowers levels of cholesterol and triglycerides in the blood. Atorvastatin may also
reduce the risk of heart attack or stroke in patients with risk factors for heart disease. This drug is more popular than
comparable drugs. As of , it is available in generic and brand versions. Mar 4, - No lovastatin is NOT the generic for
lipitor, it is the generic name for Mevacor. The generic for lipitor is atorvastatin. Both mevacor and lipitor belong to a
class of drugs called "statins". Drugs which inhibit an enzyme (HMG- CoA reductase) that controls the rate of
cholesterol production in the body. Statins. Best Prices For All Customers! Lovastatin Generic Lipitor Chemical
Equivalent. Cheapest Rates, Monthly Cost For Lipitor. Drug information on Lipitor (atorvastatin), includes drug
pictures, side effects, drug interactions, directions for use, symptoms of overdose, and what to avoid. Brand Names:
Lipitor. Generic Name: atorvastatin (Pronunciation: a TOR va sta tin). What is atorvastatin (Lipitor)? What are the
possible side effects of atorvastatin Missing: lovastatin. Mevacor (lovastatin) is a cholesterol-lowering medication called
a statin prescribed to treat elevated blood cholesterol levels. Mevacor is available in generic form. Mevacor should be
used in addition to dietary modifications as part of a treatment plan to lower cholesterol levels when the response to diet
and other.
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